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1. Introduction
In Europe, research into dictionary use and user needs, expectations and abilities has
been conducted for over 50 years. Common methodological approaches include
questionnaires, interviews, tests, experiments, and different approaches to
researching actual dictionary use such as dictionary protocols, eye-tracking, and logfile analysis (Welker 2013a, 2013b). The existing methods provide answers to several
important questions and this information is an invaluable foundation for dictionary
development and is being increasingly frequently used in lexicographical projects.
Until now, dictionary user research has focused on the user primarily from the point at
which he or she actually uses the dictionary. The shortcoming of such a view is that it
offers no perspective on the user's communication dilemma, which the dictionary
should help resolve. As argued in literature (e.g. Bergenholtz and Tarp 2004; Tarp 2009)
shifting focus to the latter might provide a better understanding of language users’
needs, and consequently facilitate innovation in the presentation of lexical data to the
user.
Some approaches to investigate extra- or pre-lexicographical situations have already
been suggested, however, they are mostly qualitative as well as time-consuming and
expensive (Tarp 2009: 293). In this paper, we present an alternative approach to
identifying user needs, namely by examination language-related questions and
comments posted on language advice sites, social media groups, and news forums.

2. Description of the study
Firstly, it is important to note that the approach we propose in this paper explores only
those instances where the need for language information was recognized and publicly
posted by the language users. These users are not perceived as ‘dictionary users’, as
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it cannot be established if or how they actually use dictionaries or other language
resources. Secondly, their background is in many instances unknown, which begs the
question whether collecting a representative sample is at all possible. Thirdly, another
unknown aspect is the extent of their activities as users of a certain type of media in
comparison to other users or other media. Due to all these reasons, we cannot expect
that this type of research could provide a representative picture of the entire
populations’ needs and opinions. However, specific samples can reveal a part of the
users’ needs, which can be taken as a starting point for a comparison with findings
obtained with other methods.
The material for our study consists of 1209 language-related questions and comments
collected from different digital sources, categorized and analysed as part of the
preparation of a new monolingual dictionary of Slovene (Gorjanc et al., 2015). The
results focusing mainly on the findings directly applicable to the monolingual dictionary
project in question were published in Arhar Holdt et al. (2015) and Čibej et al. (2015),
while a more methodologically oriented discussion is in preparation (Arhar Holdt et al.).
The questions and comments were collected from four different sources in terms of
professionalism of the addressee, format, and communication medium: (I) a language
advice website ŠUSS where language experts provide extensive answers to usergenerated language questions; (II) a call-in radio show Language Advice Service, aired
monthly (2009–2013) on Radio Slovenija 1, aimed at resolving listeners' languagerelated dilemmas; (III) three different Facebook groups, dealing with language-related
dilemmas concerning translation, orthography and stylistic problems, and (IV) news
forum sites with articles covering a debate about the ongoing plans for a new
monolingual dictionary of Slovene.
The data for the analysis was prepared in two steps. First, the questions and comments
were collected and arranged in spreadsheets. Then, we analysed the collected
material in terms of its content, identifying and annotating the main problem category
of each question or comment, as shown in Table 1.
Question/Comment (translated from Slovene)
1

Source

Category

Lately I've been noticing the usage of the word
mnenjedajalec, which I think is repulsive. Can you tell
ŠUSS
me what kind of word this actually is?? Are we allowed
to use it??

Is this word
correct or not?

2

What is the difference between the words estetičen
and estetski? I looked them both up in the Dictionary
Facebook
of Slovene Language, but they seem to be
interchangeable.

What is the
difference
between these
words?

3

I’m preparing some technical documentation in a
kindergarten and would like to know how to spell this ŠUSS
word: trakoder, trokoder, trokodero or trakader.

Which of these
options is better?

4

[…] the above-mentioned dinosaur institutions should News

Lexicographical

2

finance their hazy projects with their own profits (and forums
cover their own losses, too)

institutions are
exploiting
taxpayers.

Table 1: Examples of language-related questions and comments

The quantitative analysis also aimed to identify additional relevant information: the
user’s attitude towards a certain language dilemma, the resources they attempted to
find a solution in, the motivation behind the query, the formulation of the specific
problem, and so forth.

3. Results and discussion
Due to the limited scope of this paper, we focus on the main findings regarding the
user-generated language questions (I-III), leaving aside the comments on the news
forums (IV), which are not discussing language problems as such but showing users’
opinions on specific language policy decisions. A different approach is also required
for questions at some of the Facebook groups, especially those targeted at
professional translators who discuss language problems they encounter at their work.
The quantitative results of the categorisation are presented in Figure 1.
[1] Which of these options is better?
[2] Is this word correct or not?
[3] How does this word flex?
[4] What does this word mean?
[5] I need help with punctuation.
[6] I want to share my idea.
[7] How is this word spelled?
[8] I need an (alternative) expression.
[9] Is this word capitalized or not?
[10] I need help with syntax.
[11] How is this word pronounced?
[12] Where does this word originate from?
[13] I want something external (resources, statistics)
[14] Why is the form of this word as it is?
[15] What is the difference between these words?
[16] I need a translation.
[17] I need metalinguistic information.
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ŠUSS language advice website
Language Advice Service radio show
Facebook: Društvo ljubiteljskih pravopisarjev in slovničarjev ('The association of amateur orthographers and grammarians')
Facebook: Za vsaj približno pravilno rabo slovenščine ('For at least approximately correct usage od Slovene')
Facebook: Prevajalci, na pomoč! ('Translators, help!')

Figure 1: Language-related questions according to the expressed dilemma
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An overview of the most common categories of user dilemmas provides guidelines in
terms of content prioritization, as well as the structure and functionality of the dictionary
interface. Solutions for many of the needs revealed by the analysed material have
already been proposed, for example query lemmatisation, the did-you-mean function,
pronunciation sound clips and interconnectivity with other resources, to list only a few
mentioned in Lew and de Schryver (2014).
In addition, the data shows that users often wish to compare two or more language
variants or expressive options. A digital dictionary could enable such a comparison by
introducing parallel search and a display of more than one entry at a time. Secondly,
the users demonstrate the need to express their own opinion, as previously shown by
Müller Spitzer (2014: 156–159). This need can be addressed by creating a dictionary
interface that facilitates discussion among the users as well as between the users and
dictionary creators.
Furthermore, the analysis has revealed a number of user needs that go beyond a mere
search for missing language information. For example, the users demonstrate the need
for a deeper understanding of the solution to their dilemmas, as in many cases they
expect not only an answer, but also an explanation of the rationale behind that answer.
The digital medium enables us to address these needs by linking specific parts of
dictionary content to the relevant language rules or explanations. Our study also
identified users’ need to evaluate or even judge the language use of other members of
the language community. In terms of lexicography, this need is somewhat difficult to
meet, and warrants not so much a reflection on how to further improve the dictionary,
but rather how to prevent its misuse or abuse.
The analysed questions provide an insight into the background of the users' queries,
their attitude towards particular language dilemmas, and the resources they use to find
solutions. In some cases, the users explain the background of their query up to the
length of a paragraph. Not all questions are this exhaustive, but the ones that are
provide valuable authentic scenarios of language-related disruptions in which a
dictionary could be consulted.

4. Conclusion
User-generated questions and comments reveal authentic problems as perceived and
formulated by language users themselves as genuine responses to specific life
situations. In this way, the approach proposed in this paper offers a more objective
perspective on dictionary use compared to methods in which users report their
problems post festum (e.g. interviews, questionnaires). On the qualitative level, the
data shows – to a certain extent – the motivation behind the language question, and
by that, the motivation behind a potential dictionary query. From this perspective, the
method can complement e.g. log file analyses which reveal in great detail what people
search for, yet in most cases cannot explain the reasons behind the searches.
4

With certain adaptations, the proposed method could be applied to other languages as
well as to other activities aimed at providing language resources, tools, and services.
It might be relevant to some readers that developing the concept of the research (along
with data preparation) demanded approximately a month of research time (for three
researchers). It also took another month to conduct the analyses and summarise the
findings. From this perspective, the proposed method is relatively manageable in terms
of time, even at this initial stage. However, with the development of (semi-)automatic
procedures for data collection and categorization, a larger quantity of data could be
processed in given time, which would further improve the reliability of the results.
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